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Int. 0967-2018 and Int. 1319-2018 

 
 
The for-hire vehicle (FHV) bases that use the Uber App welcome a conversation with the 

New York City Council on ways to improve safety for riders and drivers of for-hire vehicles 
(FHVs) across the industry.  We are committed to working with the Council on the best way to 
improve safety for riders and drivers by ensuring that they can easily access emergency 
services and report unsafe incidents, and support both bills under consideration by the 
Committee.  
 

However, we believe that small changes in both bills will allow the Taxi & Limousine 
Commission (TLC) to continuously update regulations so that the for-hire vehicle and taxi 
industries can continue to incorporate new technologies to improve access to emergency 
services for riders and drivers, keeping costs down for vehicles owners and reducing the 
opportunity for nefarious behavior and false positives.  For example, in other cities with more 
advanced e911 systems, emergency distress buttons can be integrated with e911 so that 
emergency responders can track the location via GPS immediately.  Once New York’s system 
allows for this functionality, the Commision could require it;that becomes much harder with a 
hardware purchase.  

 
The proposed legislation may limit the button to a physical-hardware distress button 

which presents limitations, barriers and risks including: 
 

● Increased costs for vehicle owners, including installation and maintenance as well as a 
data plan.  

● Once a vehicle owner installs a physical button, there is a reduced opportunity to 
continuously improve with new technology, like e911 integration.  

● Increased false positives should the button be activated by baggage or a knee.  
● Reaching for a physical button is less discrete than activating an app-based distress 

signal. 
● Ensuring compliance would require additional vehicle inspections by the TLC, while an 

app-based system can be confirmed and updated remotely. 
● A nefarious actor may be able to tamper with a physical button eliminating any safety 

benefit. 
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The legislation under consideration today can be easily modified to account for the 

presently available as well as potential future technological solutions that are better suited to 
address the safety concerns while limiting the economic impact on drivers and rider experience. 
We hope this Committee seizes upon the opportunity to implement a state-of-the-art solution to 
these safety concerns. 
 

 Int 1302-2018 
  

 The imposition of a minimum base fare on trips that begin, end, or pass through the 
congestion zone will only reduce competition and reward one segment of the industry over 
another, to the detriment of consumers. The Council passed legislation and the TLC adopted 
rules mandating minimum per trip payments for High Volume For Hire Vehicle Service 
(“HVFHVS”) drivers with the goal of ensuring drivers earn at least $27.86 an hour.  With that rule 
in place, the proposed minimum fare legislation does not serve any purpose related to FHV 
driver earnings. Rather, it subverts the City’s stated goal to reduce congestion by 
disincentivizing shared rides. 

 
 If the Council wishes to increase competition, this Committee and the industry should 

consider pursuing regulatory reform for Taxi, including expanding the upfront fair and shared 
rides pilots. Shared rides have the potential to improve utilization across the industry, are good 
for the environment, and may reduce overall congestion throughout the City. As more riders opt 
to take a shared ride, congestion decreases and FHV utilization rates are increased. The 
proposed legislation subverts the City’s stated goal to reduce congestion by disincentivizing 
shared rides which are aggressively priced to encourage efficient behavior. We long have 
supported, and will continue to support, serious proposals aimed at reducing congestion. This 
simply is not one of them.  

 
Conclusion 

 
We urge the Committee to engage with Uber and other members of the FHV industry in 

an open and transparent manner and to work with the TLC to gauge the impact on drivers and 
riders. We would be happy to discuss these policies with any member of the FHV Committee 
and to answer any questions they may have about Uber’s existing safety tools as well as ways 
to further promote shared rides by loosening price restrictions currently in place in New York 
City’s for-hire transportation industry.  
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